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Future of TAP
still uncertain

PRIMARY COLORS

By Jennifer Johnson

.Mba have not been able to agree
on an affordable program for stuThe future of the TI
I Access dents. De Alba said TA is willing to
Program (TAP) will he discussed talk.
"If all goes well we will negotiate
Wednesday at a student advisory
a price," said De Alba.
meeting in downtown San Jose.
De Alba said he submitted the
TAP Coordinator Alfonso De
new proposal to Ranter and
Alba has planned a
Wurtz
at
their
meeting
with
request
because
Transportation
TA. s proposed Eco
Agency officials, Lucy
Pass is twice the
Wurtz
and
Mike
price of TAP and
Rancer, to arrive at a
because De Alba did
price agreement and
not accept its terms.
keep TAP alive.
Business major
The meeting will
Ricardo Rodriguez
take place at the
said he is concerned
Transportation
Ricardo Rodriguez about the possibility
Agency Office at
SOU busiortss major of losing the TAP
3331 N. First St.,
program.
building B, room
"(Losing TAP)
104, at 4:30 p.m.
means I’ll have to
De Alba will meet
with Rancer and Wurtz today to buy a parking permit." said
discuss a new program proposal Rodriguez, who said he uses TAP
he finished, before presenting to avoid the traffic around SJSU.
Wednesday’s meeting can go
ithe plan at the Wednesday meetthree ways depending on what
ing;
(The transportation agency) is turn Tuesday’s meeting takes.
"We can agree on a price, agree
concerned about where they are
going to go," De Alba said. The to continue negotiations or not
transportation agency and De agree on anything," De Alba said.
Spartan Dil, Suff Writer
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(Losing TAP)
means I’ll have
to buy a parking
permit.
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DAD N
Strong rolls across a white canvas to create a design. This is his
first piece of performance art.
l’iii,ii, it r1l INty.ic. Sl’ARIAN

Norm Strong, a senior in the art department, gets covered with
red, yellow, blue and green paint by fellow students in the auto bay
in his color/space class taught by Sam Richardson. Once painted,

Suspect leads
police on chase
By Jeffrey Niese
Swum Daily Staff Writer

Organization targets racism, freedom of speech and privacy

ACLU brings recruitment drive to campus
By Leslie Asbury
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The recruitment drive lot the Santa Clara
Valley Chapter of the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU) held Monday sparked some
interest from students.
According to Rebecca Dueben, an ACLU
board member, twenty people showed interest
in ACLU while many others picked tip information sheets made available to them at the table
in front of the Student Union from 8 a.m. to 1
p.m.
"(The drive) went well," said Dueben. It wasii’t as good as I had hoped, but it wasn’t as bad,
either."
The ACLU is a national organization that
meets to discuss American citizens’ rights issues,
such as racism, freedom of speech and privacy.
Mere are 18 chapters in Northern California
ranging from special interest groups to counties.
The Santa Clara Valley Chapter is divided into

seven standing committees. \Iii It deal with a
specific area of the commuirity
The organization also deals with problems
presented from people. Catherine Niche, chairwoman for the board, said people do not have to
be a member in order to present an issue.
All the board members are volunteers who all
have other jobs in the community. The chapter,
which started in 1962, originally began with 140
members and has grown to 1,750 members.
Currently, there is no chapter of ACLU on
SJSU’s campus. Dueben, a graduate student iii
the English department, said she hopes to start
one with the help of the recruiunem drive.
She said that she needs at least live students
who want to start a chapter in order to get the
organization running. Dueben said that she
would like to get a group on campus so the students can deal with issues that are more related
to the university. Students could then be more

aware of their rights on this campus and understand what to do when needed, she said. "It
would be nice to let the students know their
rights," she said.
They are also considering starting a peer education program for local high schools. Dueben
said tie plan is to get college students to enter
the sr !tools and teach the high sr hool students
ahr rut their rights. "They’ll lister! to (college students) more than us old people." said

Details
The Santa Clara Valley Chaptet of the At
RICCI.% the first Tuesday of every month at 7 p.m.
The cost is $5 for students and those with limited incomes and $20 for everyone else. On
Saturday, they are sponsoring a free two hour
tr:
g session on s I tights. For more lam,
matron, (all 2!+3-25s

A routine traffic stop at
Fifth and Reed streets
Monday morning turned
into a foot pursuit and an
hour-long search of the area,
San Jose police said.
The suspect, a 5-foot-6inch Hispanic male, fled the
scene at 10:12 am. after officer Karl Pringle pulled him
, over. The suspect led police
on a foot pursuit that irir hid-

Student achievers get
national recognition
Twenty-seven recognized
by peers, faculty and staff
By Bear Bell
Spartan Daily Staff %Vett.,

Council develops networking for career connections
By Francis I adines
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

lii an eflOrt to develop and
enhance careers, the Hispanic
Women’s Council will be holding a
lecture
at
6:30 tonight at
Washington Square Hall, room
207.
Networking for career connections will be the topic, the first of a
series of lectures and workshops.
The lecture will describe tools
and techniques to connect with
people by using a five step method
to successful networking.
"We professional women tan be
role models for the younger generation," said Elisa Goti, a member of
the Hispanic Women’s Council of
Northern California. Goti said the

(Atli
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We professional women can be role models for
the younger generation.
Elisa Goti
Hispanic Women’s Council of Northern

California member

99
council was formed four years ago
by professionals and others dedicated to improving the status of
Hispanic women through education and career, and leadership
development activities.
Helen Gracon, a national certified career counselor, will show her
concern as the speaker of tonight’s
lecture.

SPARTAN
SPEED READ

She is known for her 15 ysrae
of
experience as a successful career
counselor in the Silicon Valley.
Garcon is currently working in a
partnership with the Career Action
Center, Sun Microsystems, Inc.,
Apple Computer, Inc. and the
Raychem Corporation. Gracon has
a masters degree in counseling.

isime

lectures and workshops the council
has conducted since its formation.
An all day conference in association
with community colleges two years
ago offered several services.
Lectures on self-esteem, new
careers and acquiring health insurance gave valuable information.
They cosponsored a "Nutcracker"
ballet performance that featured
Hispanic dancers. In sponsoring
such events, Goti said she believes it
creates greater awareness to
achievements of the community.
Goti said she hopes the lecture at
SJSU will benefit students and the
surrounding comnmnity. "We want
to be part (lithe process of edit( a

ed 10 pplir e officers and a
canine unit. He was arrested
at 11:20 a.m. at 523 S.
Seventh St. after being found
trying to hide from police.
Sgt. Bob Beams said.
Beams said two guns were
taken into custody for evidence. The suspect r..t
arrested on a charge of r
irig concealed weaptms
well as other unspecified
charges.
No injuries were reportecL

Twenti aa.t% en Sptil. students
will sit ’ii share a (=inimon honor
%sill] Intl] \ ’duals such as NEW netvs, tik
, or respondent
Tom
Brokaw. I s astronaut Daniel
Braodenstein and banter presidenh.11 hopeful Ross Perot.
Flom 2:30 p.m. to 4 p.m
Wednesday. the student activities
office will host a "Who’s Who
among Students in American
Universities and Colleges" reception in the Umunhum Room at
the Student I ’Mon.
The annual honors program
has been a tradition for more
than 60 Nears, and has earned a
reputation of prestige among the
more than 1,400 schools that participate.
"It’s a national organization
that basically recognizes university students for their service to the
community, service to the university and their involvement in

it the utiorti silt sat(’
Phil Sanders activities r trdinator for the Student Activities
glice.
Students are nominated by
members of the faculty, staff and
organizations.
student
Candidates are chosen for their
leadership skills, community
activism, responsibilities in various organizations and their academic achievements.
Andre Morrow. Sport Club
supervisor at the Event Center,
was a recipient of the award for
two consec utive years, and this
sear has nominated SJSU masters
student Michael Cox to the program. Morrow said his own nomination to Who’s Who was for reasons analogous to those that
carried Cox the same honor.
"He has similar qualities."
Morrow said. "When I see him I
see some of the things that I have
done. We both have a love for
sports; he trains physically challenged individuals in the sport of
power lifting."
See Award. Back page

Chan’s new movie

High prison rates

Train investigation

Gaels beat SJSU

Jackie Chan is already one
of Asia’s biggest action
movie starts. Now he is
making another run at the
American box office with
the release of his new film
"Rumble in the Bronx" to
be released on Feb. 23.

Nearly 40 percent of all
California’s black men in
their 20s were imprisoned,
on probation or on parole
last year. Nearly eight
times the rate of their
white counterparts, said a
study released Monday.

Federal investigators are
trying to determine if a
rail signal was set
improperly or tampered
with before a freight train
derailed earlier this month,
killing two people.

The San Jose State
University rugby team
continued its season
with a lot of kick at a
waterlogged Saint Mary’s
Saturday. The Gaels beat
the Spartans 19-3.
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To V or not to V:
a question of remote control
By Jeffrey Niese

He’s right. Television does desensitize children.
What do you expect when hour after hour after hour
children watch cartoons (violence), prime-time
drama (sex and violence) and sitcoms (ridiculous
absurdity)?
But the V-chip is not the answer
it is a cop-out.
And it’s also a cop-out to lay the blame on television
for the low math and science scores of the children in
this country, which are the worst in the world.
Parents can blame television, they can blame
schools, but the truth is that today’s children spend
more time in front of a television in one day than
they do talking to their parents in a whole week.
Parents should be blaming themselves.
Think about all the problems children are going
through these days: drugs, alcohol, teen pregnancy. If
parents would talk to their children a little more and
practice being a parent instead of letting the television do the parenting, then maybe the V-chip wouldn’t have ever come about.
There are more two-parent working families and
one-parent families than ever before.
In the past, the mother always stayed home and
took care of the kids, ran the house, cooked the
meals and somehow always found time to help little
Joey with his math homework.
But now, in the ’90s that just isn’t happening anymore. Now people rush to get married, rush to make
kids, rush to get a divorce, and all the while little Joey
isn’t supervised by mom or dad. So the math book
collects dust and little Joey practices cutting the heads
off monsters because he thinks he’s a Mighty
Morphin Power Ranger.
People need to decide what’s important before
they have children. Children are not like dogs; they
can’t be left alone in the backyard. They need to be
supervised, talked to, and supported.
Don’t let television parent the future of the world.

he
newest
political issue to
jump
on
these days is
violence on television and in movies.
Both Phil Gramm
and Bob Dole started
preaching the evils of these two
media back in October. And just
recently Bill Clinton signed a bill to overhaul the Communications Act of 1934,
which would require that all
new TV sets being built come
with a V-chip (violence-chip).
This V-chip, at the operator’s control, will block out
certain shows that are too
violent. The TV industry
would have to start rating
TV shows the way films are
rated. For example, with a
V-chip parents could block
out all R-rated shows.
But Bill Clinton
doesn’t really understand today’s
problem if he thinks the V-chip is the
answer. The problem is parents don’t parent
their kids.
According to TV-Free America, parents only spend
38 1/2 minutes a week in heavy discussion with their
children. And children spend an average of 28 hours
a week in front of the IV.
The reason so many of today’s children are dese9si- Jeffrey Niece is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
tized and are doing so poorly in school is because
they are being parented by television.
Bill Clinton said because of television, "We begin to
accept a level of violence in our society as normal."

Cult awareness can prevent misunderstandings
Bs William leskc
ii the Spring ’95 semester I had the
pleasure of meeting a traveling
author who’d set up in front of
Clark Library his table and copies of his
non-fiction novel with a sign reading
"Meet Famous Husky (and his owner)."
In keeping good company with South
Bay writers, poets and one novelist in
particular. I felt obligated to come over
and chat with the 34-year-old. Usually,
these experiences are pleasant.
However, the non-fiction novel he was
peddling chronicled some seven psuedopleasurable years.
Mark Laxer and his husky Nunatek
were traveling the country promoting
"Take Me for a Ride, Coming of Age in
a Destructive Cult." Laser joined a computer specialist gone self-proclaimed
Rama who would bilk his followers for
thousands of dollars to help him in his
crusade to make people aware of their
spirituality and prevent those who followed him from perishing in the great
coming of spiritual darkness.
Through great soul-searching and
personal agony. Laser left Rama’s spiritual elite an emotionally crippled wreck.
Laxer bought himself a husky puppy
and a bicycle and toured the country
getting his life together.
One day he met cult exit-counselor

pioneer and former Moonie recruiter
Steven Hassan who wrote "Combating
Cult Mind Control" in 1988. Hassan persuaded Laxer to write about his cult
years for the benefit of others who’re
considering joining any organization
that seems practically flawless in appearance and noble in intent.
I asked him several questions about
his and Hassan’s books and the preventive maintenance aspect of educating
the public about the reality of mind control verses the inaccurate term "brainwashing" by the news media.
"I have a real problem with the
media’s handling of cults," Laxer said.
"They sensationalize every aspect.
Especially broadcast media."
Laxer handed me a list of guest speakers lecturing at Stanford later that
semester and Hassan would be one of
them. I waited those few months and
attended his lecture. I had the chance
to ask him the same question about the
media’s approach to cults and his
answer was similar to Laser’s; bitter disappointment.
Organizations such as the Branch
Day idians and the People’s Temple are
tepidly referred to as sects or groups,
but it isn’t until they pose a clear and
present danger by hoarding automatic
firearms or poison, or some kind of antisocial subterfuge that the news media

deem it safe to tempt libel suits to brand
these groups the derogatory title of
"cult."
The Cult Awareness Network (CAN)
has for years received complaints about
the Church of Scientology, the
Unification Church (Moonies), Boston
Church of Christ, Transcendental
Meditation and many others.
I hold that if reporters double check
with CAN to see if the organization
they’re investigating is in its files, it is
more than likely to be safe to call it a
cult.
Moreover, the Associated Press
and United Press International,
as well as other press agencies,
should litigate for laws, come
up with concrete criteria that
an organization must meet
for it to be safe for the press
to call it a cult.
Until specifics for "cult"
can be agreed upon, the
news media will be perpetuating the damage it’s trying to
cover.
William Jeske is a Spartan
Daily Staff Writer

Letters to the Editor

California should
have Caller ID
I read William Jeske’s column with
interest because I have long thought
that if every other state in the country.
has Caller ID, there is no reason
Californians shouldn’t have the same
opportunity (The Catch-22 of Caller
ID). I don’t answer my door unless I
know who is on the other side, and
beginning in June I intend to do the
same with my telephone. If someone
wants to contact me, they will have to
allow me to see their phone number
first. lithe caller chooses to block the
phone number or if I don’t recognize
It, then they can leave a message on my
answering machine. There is no reason
for me not to know who is calling me
before I answer the phone.

Computer software will allow Caller
II) users to not only see the phone
number of the person who is calling
but also the name, address and date of
last contact. Software such as this and
Caller ID in general are not new concepts. Toll free 800 numbers have had
it for years, as have several other states.
Travis A. Wise
Junior
Political Science

AIDS is not going
away
Although we should take heart at
recent medical developments in fighting the battle against HIV, the virus that
causes AIDS, we should not make the
false assumption that the problem is
disappearing or going away. Current
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estimates suggest that in Santa Clara
County alone, the number of residents
infected with HIV, many of them
unaware of their status, is equivalent to
the entire population of Los Altos. In
Santa Clara County alone! And twenty
percent of all new cases of AIDS reported in Santa Clara County last year were
people who contracted the virus IN
THEIR TEENS.
It is sad but true that one of the populations experiencing disturbing
growth in numbers infected is young
people between the ages of 16 and 24.
Here at SJSU, the University
HIV/AIDS Committee, a 23-member
board representing both faculty and
staff, is committed to disseminating
information to prevent the spread of
HIV and to create a supportive, compassionate climate for those members
of our community dealing with this disease.

(408)924-3280
924-3282
924-3270
924-3277

John Lee

Advisers

Mack Lundstrom, Jim McNay, lack Quinton

For more information about the
committee and other SJSU support services in this regard, contact Committee
Chair Professor Parsons at 924-3182.
Free and anonymous HIV testing and
counseling is available to students, faculty, and staff, by appointment only,
through Student Health Services. For
more information, call 9246124.
Arglendal. Friday
Reference Librarian
Prof. Scot Guenter
American Studies
Prof. Virgil Parsons
Nursing
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Now I’m eating
pickles and
ice cream, too
been having some strange dreams these
I’ve
past few nights. In one, I’m caught in a blizzard of epic proportions, surrounded on all
sides by endless drifts of blinding white snow. Step
by step, I fight to survive with grim determination.
In my arms,
I ’ Ill holding a
baby.
Last night’s
dream had
me in cornplete darkness, straining my eyes
to find any
discernible
light. A baby wrapped in blankets is cradled in my
arms. Someone else is there, I can feel it. He gives
a long, deep laugh. I know he’s right in front of
me and I lash out using my right leg with a vicious
side kick hoping for a strike. The only thing I hit is
the floor. I had actually flung myself out of bed.
There is a simple explanation for all these
dreams. Anxiety.
Last week, Shannon, my wife, told me we are
going to have a baby.
"You’re pregnant?" I asked, somewhat in a stupor.
She nodded her head triumphantly.
"How did it ... I mean ... what ... how long ... ?"
I stuttered like Porky Pig.
"About three weeks," she said.
She wanted to surprise me and break the news

(

KEN
MCNEia

At first I thought
"no thanks, we don’t need
two of us throwing tv
in the morning."
as a Valentine’s Day gift, but she couldn’t contain
herself. I’m glad she didn’t wait. I only planned to
art-shaped cookVsalaendti
fee tthhaetrr searcrBcearrit:ito, Valentine."
On hearing the news, my first reaction was pure
excitement, followed by pure terror. We have been
working on this for months now, but it still came as
a shock. What do I know about fatherhood? Sure, I
know all the obvious stuff, like which end a diaper
goes on and "Don’t throw your food," or "Hey,
don’t paint the dog." It’s everything else that has
me in a fatherhood gray area. A very dark, charcoal gray.
Shannon has been reading a variety of books on
pregnancy for mothers- and fathers-to-be.
"Sweetie, do you want to see a picture of what
our baby looks like now?" she yelled from the living room.
I walked over and took a glance at the book’s
squiggly drawing of a 6-week-old fetus. "We’re having a shrimp?" I asked.
Ignoring my comment, she continued. "Here’s
the heartand the head. That’s the spine...."
Truly amazing.
What I do know is that during her pregnancy,
I’m committed to being as supportive and helpful
as I possibly can. I can handle the mood swings
and the ice cream and pickle runs to the store I’ve
heard so much about. I m on call. I’m ready.
Then I read about something called sympathetic symptoms. Somewhere between 11 percent to
65 percent of expectant fathers (depending on the
study) suffer what is technically called Couvade
Syndrome during their wife’s pregnancy. The
symptoms most often appear in the third month
and again at delivery.
The symptoms of Couvade can mimic in a man
virtually all the normal symptoms of pregnancy in
a woman including nausea and
vomiting,
abdominal pain, appetite changes, weight gain,
food cravings (no problem there for me), constipation, leg cramps, dizziness, fatigue and mood
swings.
At first I thought "no thanks, we don’t need two
of us throwing up in the morning." But, after pondering this phenomenon a while longer, I began
to think how incredible it is for a husband and
wife to be so in tune with each other they begin to
have identical physical symptoms.
Now, if I don’t get sick or crave some strange
food combination, I’ll feel like I’m missing out on
something.
If a woman has to go through nine months with
all those symptoms and the pain of childbirth,
having a few sympathetic symptoms is the least a
man can do. I’m going to be there for her through
it all. I’m ready.
"Honey, are you going to be able to handle it in
the delivery room?" Shannon asked me as I
pounded my fist into my catcher’s mitt. "There’s
probal* going to be a lot of blood."
Blood?
Ken McNeill is a Spartan Daily Staff Columnist.
His column appears every Tuesday.
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Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Special otter for Valentine’s
1)ay, "two for one" testing of
body fat composition.
3:15p.m.-4:45p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg , rm. 103.
Call 924-3110.

,s Daily Calendar
TODAY
Ballroom Dance Club
"Cha-Cha Lesson I," and open
dancing. 7:30p.m.-980p.m.
Event Center, Aerobics rm.
Call 287-0509.
Bhakti-Yoga Association
Meeting. 1130am.1:30p.m. Student Union,
Guadalupe nn. Call 288-6360.
Career Center
Co-Op orientation.12:30p.m.
Student Union. Almaden rm.
Call 924-6033.

Peer Education Program and
Condom Co-Op
Mible for Campus Condom
Week. 1 la.m.-2p.m. Student
Union. ( s1l 924-6119.

Jewish Student Union
"Cafe Night" at Zucco’s.
9p.irt- II p.m. First and
San Fernando streets.
Call 924-8685.

School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
Raul Mayoral, photography.
harry Power, his metal
sculpture class.
Pan-irk Luddcn, painting.
Geri Licit:wry. painting.
Suzy Mitchell, mixed media.
Six various artists, fiberworks.
1 la.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 924-4330.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Ongoing book sale (donations welcome). 10a.m.2p.m. Wahlquist library,
nn. 408 and auk Library,
lobby. Call 924-2705.

Career C.enter
On -Campus Interview
orientation. 2:30p.rn.
Student Union, Almaden rm.
Call 924-6033.

School of Art and Design
lliesday Night Lecture Series,
with Gyongy Laky: "Art and
the Environment." 6p.m4lp.m.
Art Bldg., Rm. 133.
Call 924-4328.

Career Center
Practice for interviews.
12:30p.m. and 2:30p.m.
Sign up at Business
C..hsvuxims, rrn.
Call 924-6033.

Sigma Theta Psi
Rush, and informational
meeting. 6p.m. 420
S. Third St. Call 292-0744.

Cireulo Hispanic
Meeting, and tutoring and
conversations in Spanish.
2p.m.-3p.m. Student Union,
Pacheco rm. Call 732-8024.
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Special offer for Valentine’s
Day, "two for one" testing of
body fat composition. 12ntion2p.m. Central Classroom
Bldg., Mk. 103. Call 924-3110.
Improvised Music Studies
Mariachi workshop. (one unit
credit, registration still open)
7p.m.-9:30p.m. Music Bldg.,
rm. 186. Call 924-4675.
International Student
Services
"Green Card (DV-97
Immigrant Visa) Lottery"
workshop.
International Center, 360
S. 11th Sr. Call 924-5920.
KSJS (90.5)
General meeting for the
campus radio station.
5:30p.m. Hugh Gillis Hall,
rm. 118. Call 1124-4545.
LiberalStudies Society
Meeting. "Career Planning
for Teachers," with guest
speaker Patty Kimble.
3:30p.m.-5p.m. Call 297-8944.
Lary Donations and
Sales Unit
Ongoing Book Sale (donations wektunel.10 a.in.-2p.m.
WLN, km. 408 and Clark
Library, lobby. Call 9242705.

Fantasy and Strategy Club
Open "RFC gaming." 5p.m.10p.tn. Student Union.
Montalvo rm. (*all 924-7097.

Women’s Resource Center
Weekly open meeting.
Ila.m.-12:30p.m. Women’s
Resource Center,
Administration Bldg.,
Rm. 217. Call 924-6500.

WEDNESDAY
American Marketing
Association
First meeting, "Career
Opportunities." 4:30p.m.5:45p.m. Business
Classrooms, tin. 215.
Call 25949425.
Minn Student
Support Group
General Meeting. 2:30p.m.4p.m. Administration Bldg.,
rm. 201. Call 924-5910.
Sub.:vs-Lytton
English Society
Weekly Meeting 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices. rm, 104.
Call 436-7471.
Campus Democrats
Wee1y meeting. 4p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo
rm. Call 3641243.
College Republicans
Meeting, 1:30p.nt.
Student Union, Pacheco no.
Call 924-8488.
Concert Choir
Choir needs tenors and altos.
Apply 9a.m.-1(t30a. in.
Musk gidg., Choral Activities

office. {;1119244g32.

Lutheran Student Fellowship
Bible study, and brown bag
lunch. 12:30p.m-1 :30p.m.
Student Union, Montalvo rm.
Call 292-5404.
Lutheran Student Fellowship
Midday and evening Bible
studies. 12:30p.m.-1:30p.ni.
and 7p.rn.-14p.m. First
Lutheran Church, 374 S.
Third St. Call 292-8031.
Muslim Student
ASS( iati(in (1v1SA)
"Iftar." 5:30p.m.-7:30p.m.
Business Classrooms,
rm. 202. Call 448-8212.
Peer Education Program and
Condom Co-Op
Table for Campus Condom
Week. I la.m.-2p.m. Student
Union. Call 924-6119.
ReEntry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Brown }mg lunch, with
"Something From the
Heart"- by Mary Moore.
2ncxm-1:30p.m, Student
Union, Pacheco rm.
Call 9245950.
ReEntry Advisory
Program (REAP)
Evening advising program.
5p.m.-71).m. Student Union,
lobby. Call 924-5950.
School of Art and Design
Student gallery exhibits:
411101 Mayoral. photography.
Harry Power, his metal
sculpture class.
Patrick larcIden, painting.
Geri 1.41 jurry, painting.
Suzy Mitchell, mixed media.
Six VitriOLls artists, fiberworks.
1 la.m.-4p.m. Art Bldg.
Call 9244330,
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PEOPLE
Performance art, icy crowd, and a puppet man
theme song for the new James Bond film of the
same HAIM’. Doherty said Turner just finished a
new albminmt, "Wildest Dreams," which will be
mm-leased on April Fool’s Day.

What? No sprouts and chocolate sauce?
NEW YORK (AP) - Irte’s how Karen Finley
suggests celebrating Valentine’s Day: Call ex-lovers
and hang up tin them, and dash to the supermarket in a heart costume for Ote, is, Ring Dings and a
quart of beer.
That and other suggestions by the performance
artist perhaps best known for smearing her body in
chocolate have been shelved by Crown Publishers,
longtime publisher of Martha Stewart’s how-to
lx )010 on gracious living.
Publishei ( Imp ( aby in told The New York Times
it didn’t mike sense to, publish a parody that takes
pashi its it Sin’w,ti I le noted that the Finley prole(’ liad
appo mud by a previous publisher.
"We hate to lie very careful in selecting what we
publish,"
said in Monday’s Times.
Finley called the decision censorship. "It’s so
bitarre," she said. "The fear of offending has
become so pervasive that there’s a chilling effect on
publishing.
Stewart told the ’riffles she had nothing to do
with the (lei

Fans like man named Jadcie Chan
UP, AN( 411.E.S (Al’) -.fa( kit- t han is already
one of Asia’s biggest action movie stars. Now he’s
making another run at the American box office.
In an appearance Sunday promoting the Feb. 23
release of his new film, "Rumble in the Bronx," a
crowd of 1,000 fans jammed a hotel ballroom and
made inn lear than is not entirely unknown.
"lie’s the real deal," said Jason Smeaum, 21, who
came with four buddies to see their hero in the
flesh.
It’s not Chan’s first foray into Hollywowl. After
winning a small part in 198I’s "Cannonball Run"
and other films, he failed to find a strong following
among American audiences.
He returned to Hong Kong, where he carved
out a lx ximing career as a martial arts film SLAT who
performs all his own stunts and makes audiences
laugh. His films, noted for their lack of sex and
profanity, have developed a steady cult audience in
the United States.
"Now I come back and see all these fans," than
said. "They followed me all these years. I realize,
they’re always with me."

Cold country crooner chills in Bosnia
NASI \ 11.1 I. hina (AI’) - Ii g4,I st) (old in
Bosnia that / .111111% singer Mark ( millie had to perform as the it i Hips it wiled around a stove.
"By the time we were done they were dancing
and singing along," Collie said Saturday in a phone
call from Tuzla. Bosnia.
"A Cl Ill pIt %%Allred to play along on guitar, but
they had just mint’ off duty and they couldn’t even
Ii, ld a guitai I/II:fine their hands were so cold."
(.1,11i1., it hose’ current album is "Tennessee
Plan, lid die show for about 100 GIs with singer

Mall, RI.
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Tom Selleck is trying to
bring back his old neighborhood in the San
Fernando Valley.
The "Magnum, El" star, his father and two
brothers are demolishing a boarded-up automobile
plant in a run-down, crime-ridden section of Van
Nuys and building a $100 million shopping complex.
"Maybe we can change some of the personality
of the neighborhood," the 51 -year-old actor said in
Monday’s Daily News of Los Angeles. "We’re not in
business just for civic purposes. But the valley is
where we grew up, and with all of Dad’s experience
in the valley, it seemed a good fit."
The family’s Selleck Properties is developing the
68-acre site with Volt Cos. The property was purchased for an undisclosed amount.

Top Muppet naturally prefers creating
LOS AN( .F.I I
\I ) - Brian flenson is settling
in as head 01 I \ tippets entertainment empire
his father lett Inn] when he was just 26.
"I have a vet \ 5 apable rim-president who mils the
iimpativ on a daily basis, and 1 have great :mut neys who km in what to do," he said in Monda
Orange County Register. "I don’t mind the business side ... but naturally 1 prefer the creative side."
lenson directed the Muppets’ latest big screen
adventure. "Muppet Treasure Island," which opens
Friday.
lim Ilenson died six years ago at age 53.

Bridges can’t make family connection
LOS ANGELES (AP) - The empty nest syndrome has hit the Lloyd Bridges clan
The 83-year-old patriarch of the acting family is
selling his $1.8 million mountain getaway in the
Sierra Nevada mountains, partly because his
famous sons have scattered.
"It breaks our hearts to sell it, but we aren’t using
it enough," said Dorothy Bridges, Lloyd’s wife of
nitire than 50 years.

Private dancer honored in France
PARIS
--- she’s not
1111,1 Turner any
more. The ,111,4,1 is !wing made a Chevalier of Arts
and Letters, Ft ance’s highest arts honor.
"She’s won a Grammy, but she’s never had anything like this befbre, never anything as posh and
prestigious," said her publicist, Bernard Doherty.
111Illtr, 7iti, had ii,, ent hit in "Gulden Be." the
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’Broken Arrow’ shoots to the box office top
(AP)
ANGLI.Es
LOS
"Broken Arrow," John iravoltas
new action thriller, booted the
Chris Farley comedy "Black
Sheep" from the top box office
perch over the weekend with an
estimated $15.4 million in ticket
sales.
"Black Sheep" was a distant second with an estimated $7 million
in sales, edging "NIL Holland’s
Opus" at $6.8 milli ,)11. according
to studio and industry sources on
Sunday. Final figures will be

WALK-IN
INTERVIEWS!

l’ICArit’d
"Broken Arrow," about a turncoat stealth bomber pilot and the
theft of nuclear weapons, was
made by famed Hong Kong dirertor John Woo and co-stars
Christian Slater.
"The Juror" was fourth’ with $4.5
million and Academy Award contender "Leaving Las Vegas," in
greatly expanded release, was fifth
with $3.5 million.
The only other new film in the
tty five was "Beautiful Girls,"

111( Ii pla(cd eighth is iii an estimated $2.7 million.
The weekend top 10 and their
estimated three-day box office
gross:
I. "Broken Arrow," $15.4 million.
2. "Black Sheep," $7 million.
3. "Mr. Holland’s Opus," $6.8
million.
4. "The Juror," $4.5 million.
5. "Leaving Las Vegas," $3.5 (nalion.

Job Seekers:
professional attire and resumes
are not required, but are highly
recommended

Career Explorers:

CHECK
US OUT!
Feb. 13, 1996,10:30am-5pm

Roadway Package System has IMMEDIATE openings for
men and women able to sort, route and load packages in our SAN
JOSE Terminal.
"Starting pay $7/hour
*Flexible shifts to fit school schedules
Tuition reimbursement of $1/hour
Upward mobility/career opportunities

10 a.m. to 3 p.m. SJSU Event Center

897 Wrigley Way,
Milpitas, CA
(415) 873-1367

If you can handle an average of 50 pounds and can work 3-5
hour shifts, Mon-Fri, then come to work with a leader in the
small-package pick-up and delivery business!

come with lots of questions.
Take a close look at your
career options. Meet with over
1 75 employers from business, industry, government,
health, and human services
who are eager to hire for parttime or full-time, summer, coop, internship, volunteer, and
permanent career positions.
EMPLOYER PARTICIPANTS CAN BE ACCESSED VIA INTERNET AT:
http://www.sisu.eduidepts/career/JOBFAIR.HTML

Coordinated by the
SJSU CAREER CENTER
ROADWAY PACKAGE SVSTEM, INC.
Equs, Opportko,oty

Flexible Hours! Tuition Assistance! Stay Fit While You Earn!
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FBI investigating train wreck

A state of crisis:

Nearly 40 percent of California’s
young black men are behind bars
Cs
K\\(’ISCO (AP)
40 percent of all
Nest,
Cal t,
’s black men in their
20s were imprisoned, on probanon or on parole last %CM-, nearly
eight times the rate tor their
white counterparts. sass a study
released Monday.
Only 5 percent of the state’s
white men in their 20s and 11
percent of its young Latino men
of that age group were in the
criminal system last year, said the
report by the San Francisco-based
Center on Juvenile & Criminal
Justice, a nonprofit policy group.
The results were to be released

Monday at a news conference
with San Francisco District
Attornev Terence Hainan,
Since 1990. the state has
increased the rate at which it held
young black men in its criminal
justice system from 33 percent to
almost 40 percent, the study said.
As a result, California continues to maintain about 20 percent
more of its young black men in its
criminal justice system than the
country does overall. The national average rate for the same
group rose from 25 percent in
1990 to 33 percent in 1995, the
report said,

The study’s authors attributed
some of the disparity to a "heightened level of criminality in the
African American community,"
which they said was due partly to
poverty, job scarcity, poor education and racism.
But the wide variations in selltencing data overwhelmingly
show that "black men simply do
not get a fair shake at the hands
of California’s system of justice,"
they said.
For example, the study noted
that a far higher rate of young
black men who are arrested wind
up in prison than do whites.

Rockwell cuts sattelite project
Rockwell
profitable venture,DOWNEN, Cain
(AP)
Rockwell International Corp. has spokesman Alan Buis said Monday.
Orbital Sciences, which also
joined Orbital Sciences Corp. in
abandoning a project to build low- makes the Pegasus rocket and
satellite
navigational and commuto
cost, reusable winged rockets
nications systems, reached a simiput small satellites into orbit.
Rockwell and Orbital Sciences lar decision in late January, said
were jointly developing the X-34, company spokeswoman Elina
which would have been launched Fuhrman.
"What was happening is the
from an airplane, roar toward
orbit with a, payload of tip to 2,500 vehicle had become too large and
pounds and then land on a run- too expensive," she said,
The X-34 was unveiled in March
was.
Rockwell execurises decided to 1995 and was to begin operation
abandon the In , Oct because they three years later.
It was to be part of a new effUrt
were "unable it each a satisfactory business arrangement that by industry and the National
and
Space
would have made this program a Aeronautics

Administration to build new rocket booster designs that could put
small satellites into orbit while
reducing the cost of space travel.
It was one of several projects
under way to develop low-cost
vehicles for launching small payloads.
Downey-based Rockwell and
Dulles, Va.-based Orbital Sciences
were to have spent $50 million
each on the project. NASA was to
have contributed $70 million and
to have provided technical assistance.
Rockwell had spent only "a
small portion" of its $50 million
share, Buis said.

Blast fails to free tunnel-collapse victims
I RI BIRA, .lapaii Al’()
Despite a blast from a quarter-toil
of explosives, crews Monday failed
in their second attempt to topple a
massive boulder off a crushed
highway tunnel where 20 people
were trapped.
A bus carrying 19 people and a
passenger car with one person
have been buried in the tunnel
since Saturday morning, when a
slab of mountainside the size of a
20-story building peeled away and
came crashing down on the tunnel
roof,
The rescue drama, on the outskirts of a remote fishing village
about 550 miles north of Tokyo,
has captured national attention,
with banner headlines and live TV
coverage.
The satellite trucks of news
crews outnumbered emergency
vehicles clustered outside the tunnel at the base of a jagged mountam n that rears up out of the sea,

Hashing red lights reflected oil the
snow and a salty wind whipped off
the water.
Freezing temperatures had
already dampened hopes for survivors, and Monday’s failure to dislodge the boulder deepened the
despair for relatives, who kept an
anguished vigil at the accident
scene,
"They’re just playing around
with the dynamite and the mountam n like a toy," Yukio Takahashi,
who had several close friends on
the bus, said disgustedly.
Work crews have already tried
digging their way in from both
ends of the tunnel, but were afraid
the remainder of the roof would
cave in.
Monday’s detonation of 550
pounds of high explosives hollowed-out a spot at the boulder’s
base but left it looking even more
unstable. A committee of police,
town and city authorities, military

SPARTAN DAILY

and fire officials were meeting
tonight to plot their next move.
If they decide on another blast,
preparations would be made
overnight, said Harumi Asao, a
spokesman for the Hokkaido
Development bureau.
The boulder 70 yards tall and
40 yards wide, and believed to
weigh about 50,000 tons
appeared to have fallen directly on
top of the bus.
"I think they’re going to have to
blow up the whole boulder," said
Hokkaido University engineering
lecturer Hisao Honna after observing the second blast. "It looks like
it will be very difficult."
Public NHK television quoted
officials as saying it could take a
week to excavate the bus even after
the main portion of rock has been
removed from atop the tunnel.
The bus’ mangled front section
was visible in the debris-filled tunnel, but there was no sign of life.

LOS ANGELES (AP) Federal
investigators are trying to determine if a rail signal was set improperly or tampered with before a
freight train derailed earlier this
month, killing two people.
National Transportation Safety
Board investigators called the FBI
Saturday to assist, FBI spokesman
John Hoos said Sunday.
"We called the FBI to look at
something that someone found in
this pile of wreckage," NTSB
spokesman Alan Pollock said from
Washington.
Neither Pollock nor Hoos would
discuss what was found or comment on the possibility of sabotage. Pollock said the NTSB often
.oks for the FBI’s help on possible
sabotage cases.
An unidentified source told the
Los Angeles Times in Sunday’s editions "there is concern whether a
signal was set improperly, or that it
may have been tampered with."
The source added that the NTSB
"uncovered evidence as the wreckage was being cleared away."
Another anonymous source
said: "They’ve seen something
odd. They want the FBI to check it

Sabotage possible
in derailment
out "
How a failed signal would have
caused the derailment wasn’t clear.
Investigators said earlier that the
sort of sabotage that caused the
deadly derailment of an Amtrak
passenger train in Arizona last fall
wasn’t suspected in the Feb. I
derailment in the Cajon Pass 70
miles east of Los Angeles.
There was evidence that the
brakes on
the Burlington
Northern Santa Fe freight train
failed as the train started down a
steep grade, the Federal Railroad
Administration had said.
The freight train, which was carrying dangerous chemicals, apparently accelerated to between 50
mph and 60 mph, about four
times the authorized speed, before
plunging off the rails on a curve
and bursting into flames, officials
said.
The conductor and a brakeman
were killed and the engineer was
seriously injured.

Smoke and noxious fumes blew
across Interstate 15 less than a mile
from the wreckage, twice forcing
closure of Interstate 15, a major
highway artery linking the Los
Angeles area with the high desert
and Nevada.
Last week, the Federal Railroad
Administration criticized the railroad’s safety procedures and
issued an emergency order requiring trains like the one that crashed
to be equipped with the bypass
braking system.
The bypass allows the engineer
at the front of a train to apply the
brakes at the rear of train.
The train that crashed was
equipped with the system, investigators said, but no one had
pushed a button at the back of the
train that activates the system
before the train started down the
grade.
Last October, someone pried
loose a rail that sent Amtrak’s 12car Sunset Limited passenger train
into a desert gully 65 miles southwest of Phoenix. A sleeping car
attendant was killed and 78 people
were hurt.

Regulators investigating defunct
Los Gatos computer company
Scorpion allegedly
bilked millions
nowNEW YORK (AP) A
defunct Los Gatos computer company defrauded investors of more
than $10 million over four years by
extensively padding its financial
results to boost its stock price, federal regulators alleged.
Scorpion Technologies Inc., the
company’s brokers and three executives, were accused by the
Exchange
Securities
and
Commission of engineering a
’sham’ in which they sold more
than 22 million unlawful shares.
The SEC complaint, filed Friday
in U.S. District Court in
Manhattan
and
announced
Monday, seeks to recover the

alleged illgotten gains and impose
administrative and other undisclosed financial penalties.
Named in the complaint are:
Richard Bauer, the company’s
president and chief executive; his
predecessor, Terry G. Marsh; Eric
C. Brown, a former controller of
Scorpion; and the company’s brokers, Dudley Mihran Freeland, J.
Gordon Nevers and Albert
Terranova.
From 1991 to 1993, some revenue figures for the company were
"80 percent fictitious" and the
financial results included money
that it falsely claimed was owned
by customers, the complaint
alleged.
Scorpion padded financial
results with bogus sales to companies that were secretly controlled
by Marsh, Bauer, Brown and other

persons acting in concert with
them, the complaint alleged.
The defendants then used the
inflated financial results to offer
shares in the company through
the three brokers and used some
of the proceeds to cover the
money Scorpion falsely claimed
was owed by customers, the complaint alleged.
An SEC spokesman said
Scorpion folded in 1994 following
an FBI investigation. But the SEC
is seeking permanent injunctions
barring Marsh, Bauer and Brown
from serving as officers or directors of a public company.
Paul Chernis, an attorney for
Marsh, said Marsh had been an
officer in Scorpion but since he
had not seen the complaint the
attortiet had no comment.

Jet uses vacuum to challenge Concorde
EDWARDS AIR FORCE BASE,
few
Calif. (AP) For tht. -past
months, an F-16 and a NASA pilot
been
zooming
over
have
California carrying a space-age vacuum cleaner and continued hope
for a U.S.-built supersonic airliner,
The vacuum sucks air through

millions of laser-drilled holes in a
titanium panel over the jet’s left
wing, testing ways to reduce wing
turbulence, cutting drag and fuel
consumption. The design is part of
an ambitious, $1.9 billion search
for breakthroughs to a faster,
cheaper and quieter version of the

European Concorde.
After seven test flights, it wasn’t
cleat whether the wing vacuum
would do the job. The transport
would fly at 2.4 times the speed of
sound and carry 300 passengers
from Los Angeles to Tokyo in four
hours.

U.S. negotiator says Serb president supports him, won’t boycott peace plan
SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina
(AP) The top U.S. negotiator
on Bosnia says he has won the support of the region’s most powerful
Serb, and claims to have averted a
threatened Serb boycott of the
peace plan.
Assistant Secretary of State
Richard Holbrooke characterized
late-night talks Sunday with
Slobodan
Serbian
President
Milosevic as "a very good meeting." He said he is convinced that
Milosevic still backs the Dayton
agreement, the framework for
peat - III Bosnia.

That accord has been in jeopardy since the Bosnian government’s Jan. 30 arrests of two top
Bosnian Serb army officers, Gen.
Djordje Djukic and Col. Aleksa
Krsmanovic, on suspicion of war
crimes.
In their meeting in Belgrade,
Holbrooke and Milosevic discussed a possible resumption of
ties between the Bosnian Serb military and the NATO-led peace force
ties that were severed following
the arrests.
In a potentially contradictory
development Monday, Milosevic
‘0111ƒ11111111111%
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Grad Monday, said NATO-force
spokesman Lt. Col. Mark Rayner.
At the same time, there were
new signs of Serb obstinacy.
Officials of OSCE, the Viennabased organization mediating
arms reduction talks between the
former enemies, said the Bosnian
Serbs served notice they would
boycott the next formal round
today.
The Dayton peace accord negofisted last fall ended 42 months of
war by dividing Bosnia into a Serb
republic and a fragile federation of
Bosnia’s Muslims and Croats.
Ejup Ganic, the vice president of
the Muslim-Croat federation, said
that
during
his
meetings
Holbrooke applied no pressure to
secure the release of the two Serb
officers.
"My understanding is that the
American government is pleased
that we are holding two persons
that are accused war criminals," he
told reporters in Sarajevo. "They
support us."
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John
Shattuck,
issued a statement calling the received.
the
State
arrests illegal and "dangerous."
Late Saturday, Serb political Department’s top human rights
And, the Belgrade TV station BK leaders said they would restart con- expert, visited the two Serb officers
and found them "in good health."
reported that indicted war crimi- tacts with the NATO-led force
nal and Serb military commander though not with the Bosnian govIndirectly expressing his backing for the arrests. Holbrooke said
Gen. Ratko Mladic issued an ulti- ernment and would instruct the
matum to the Bosnian govern- Bosnian Serb army to do the same. the officers were detained "at the
ment concerning the two officers.
Yet, it remained unclear whether request of Judge (Richard)
Though pointedly labeling it an the military would comply.
Goldstone," the head of the interultimatum, the TV station reportThe rift has halted many plans national war crimes tribunal based
ed no further details such as a from negotiations on prisoner
at The Hague, Netherlands.
deadline or what would happen if exchanges to the demarcation of
Shattuck, who has been visiting
the officers were not freed and buffer zones underpinning the
suspected mass grave sites in
neither Bosnian nor NATO peace agreement.
Bosnia, was even more direct,
"We fully support the work of
authorities confirmed that an ultiHolbrooke, who was due back in
matum had been issued or Sarajevo Monday, also said that the war crimes tribunal, which has
been looking into their situation,"
he told reporters.
Holbrooke, who went to
Belgrade after a series of meetings
with government leaders and
NATO chiefs in Sarajevo, said both
Milosevic and Bosnian President
Alija Izetbegovic agreed that "the
Dayton process must continue. It
must not slow down."
In that vein, Serb engineers
E
aided NATO soldiers in a mine
clearance operation in the northwestern Bosnian town of Mrkonjic
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Results

San Jose State University

Saint-Jean’s success doesn’t go to his head
French tranfer named BWC player of the week

r, Feb If- 12
Baseball
Spartans fall to the
versity of San Diego
in San Diego.

SiSt.
fbrwora CNN*,
Sort-Jeon a
,ortleti Big West
Contrivance

odoef of te
win3a
-See stoo on top or 0_76x- -

Women’s Golf
The Spartans, who are
ranked No. 1 in the
country, are one shot
behind UCLA in the
Rolex Collegiate Golf
Tour.
See briefs on bottom
Rugby
Spartans are wafter
-logged by St. Mary’s
Univeristy, 19-3.
See bottom of page

Schedule
Far Feb 1248
Baseball
SJSU at San Diego on
Nednesday, 2 p.m.
S,SU at Cal Poly on
Friday, 2 p.m.
Women’s Tennis
SJSU at Santa Clara,
Tuesday, 2 p.m.
Sacramento State at
SJSU, Thursday, at
Spartan Courts.
Men’s Tennis
Spartans against St
Mary’s in Moraga.
Wednesdy, 1:30 p.m.
Softball
SSU against
Sacramento State,
PAL Stadium,
Wednesday, lp.m.
Women’s Golf
SSU is in the SMU-USCDrib, Feb. 12-14,
Palos Verdes, CA
Women’s Gymnastics
C.S. Sacramento at
SJSU, Friday ’ 30 p.m.,
Spartar (7; .’

Briefs
The SJSU women’s golf
team sits in second place,
one stroke behind UCLA,
after the first round of a
three-day tournament at the
State
SMU-USC-Ohio
Challenge in Palos Verdes,
Calif.
Four of SJSU ’s golfers finished the day in the top ten
at the Palos Verde golf course
wider overcast skies.
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Olivier Saint-Jean finds an opening in the Utah State game on Feb. 8. Saint-Jean, a French transfer, is
the Spartan’s leading scorer with an average of 16.4 points per game.

Rugby team gets waterlogged by Gaels
By Paul Eiser
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

The SJSU rugby team continued
as season with a lot of kick at a
waterlogged Saint Mars ’s field
Saturday.
"The field was like phis nig ii
mud bog," Chris Fisher, SJSU
Rugby Club president, said.
in the first half we actually
dominated," Fisher said.
At the start, the Spartans were
able to keep the Saint Mary’s Gaels
deep in their own territory for a
considerable time. But the Gaels
broke free and soon scored two
converted tries (touchdowns) to
take the lead at 14-0.
According to Fisher the Gaels
had a lot of returning players and
new players.

"We had a lot of new players.
Their backline has more experience," he said.
lust before half-time the Spartan
fly-half, Jerry Mason, kicked a
penalty to score their only three
points of the game.
In the second half, the Spartans
were spending most of their time
defending their goal against
repeated Gael attacks. Because of
the Spartan’s hard work the Gaels
only scored one try to win the
game at 19-3.
"We couldn’t control the ball,"
Fisher said.
The Spartans were plagued by
near misses throughout the game.
"If we had a little bit more luck
the score could’ve been a lot more
closer," Fisher said.

the
Fisher
to
According
Spartans were at a disadvantage
this game because they were missing a number of key players:
Number eight flanker, Matt Lynch,
was sidelined with a torn hamstring, tight-head prop, Shawn
Oakley had several severely
bruised ribs and the team captain,
Matt Brown, wasn’t present
because of academic commitments.
The lost players "would have
made a big difference," Fisher
said.
This week the Spartans will host
Chico State this Saturday at lpm.
"I think we’re going to beat
them," Fisher said.

By Michael Barton
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Recently named Big West
"Player of the Week," Olivier
Saint-Jean has taken a high
profile as a late season addition to the SJSU basketball
team. Despite his rise to
fame, he said it will not go to
his head.
At one point Saint-Jean
found himself as the spot
light of a French National
Television network that came
to cover him in the U.C.
Santa Barbara game.
"I’m a student, I play basketball, that’s it," said the 6foot-6-inch French citizen.
Saint-Jean originally came
to the U.S. after being
recruited by the University of
Michigan, where he only
played a couple of games
because of a knee injury.
Saint-Jean, being away from
his native France, did not feel
like he was in the right place
at Michigan and began to
look for options, said SJSU
Assistant Coach Keith Moss.
"He wanted to go somewhere he was comfortable
with the coaching," Moss
said.
He knew Moss from a
basketball camp years before,
and had remained friends
with him.
’
Saint-Jean said he is very
happy on the team at SJSU.
He joined the team late in
the season because of league
restrictions on transfers.
Since he played two games
with Michigan, league rules
required he stay off the court
for an entire year.
"It is sometimes hard...,
but we have made the few
adjustments we needed to
make."
SJSU coach Stan Morrison
said he sees a lot of potential
its Saint-Jean as a player, but
knows that education is really
important to him also.
lie is not one-dimensional, and should not be permitted to be."

Saint-Jean’s second dimension is his studies. He said he
was not happy with the setting at the University of
Michigan because of large
class sizes and the feeling
that he was just a number. He
said he has really found his
niche at SJSU with the art history program, and is pursuing a Bachelor’s degree.
"I have always loved art,"
he said.
But finding the right educational program was key. He
said he is happy with the professors, and his experience so
far.
Saint-Jean takes 18 units at
SJSU and is a "very bright,
dedicated student," said
Morrison, who reads the player’s papers for art history.
He
is
"intellectually
diverse," Morrison said, referring to Saint-Jean’s ability to
bring his knowledge of politics, history and art together
in his writings.
Besides the court and the
books, which leave little time,
Saint-Jean is active with other
French exchange students. It
helps with being so far from
home, he said.
Saint-Jean lives in downtown San Jose and said he
enjoys the city. "What’s really
exciting to me is the cultural
mix," he said. "It’s a lot like
Paris."
As a leading scorer for
SJSU with long career ahead
of him as a basketball player,
Saint-Jean hopes "to move to
the next level."
His goal is to play for the
NBA, like every college player but said he also wants to
pursue his Master’s degree in
art history in France if basketball is not taking shape.
He would like to teach in
France. "Ill really have the
time and passion," he said.
Morrison said he believes
Saint-Jean has the make-up
to be an NBA player, but also
realizes he has a bright future
either way.

Spartans fall in seventh
Spartan Heti, SUFI Report

The SJSU baseball team
was up 6-5 in Monday’s game
at Cunningham Stadium in
San Diego until the bottom of
the seventh inning when the
Aztecs came up to bat.
Designated hitter Karl
Schmidt hit a double and
drove in two runs, and Tony
John
and
Betancourt
McNamara both got an RBI
to give the Aztecs a 9-6 win,
their first of the season.
Betancourt went 3 for 5
with two RBIs and scored a
run while Kevin Schramm

%sent 3 for 3 also with two
RBIs.
Ryan Rose (1-0), who
pitched just 1 2/3 innings
striking out one batter and
walking two, picked up the
win and Brian Springer
closed out the ninth inning
for the save.
For the Spartans, John
Alciati went 4 for 4 and
scorer’ two runs in a losing
cause that drops SJSU’s
record to 3-4 for the season.
Mike Simonson (0-1) came
on the seventh inning and
gave up three runs while getting the loss.
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Williams still battling against the odds in life
SAN DIEGO (AP) - It’s early
on a weekend morning, the perfect fishing hour, or maybe the
time of day when a California kid
runs off to a park to play baseball.
It’s also the hour when Ted
Williams is freshest - his eyes
bright, his robust voice delivering
story after story.
He remembers the first playground home run he hit, the first
time he caught a barracuda and
where he used to go rabbit hunting more than 60 years ago when
his native San Diego was a sleepy
Navy town, not an urban sprawl.
Williams is 77, and four strokes
since 1991 have slowed him physically, forcing him to walk with a
cane and affecting his peripheral
vision.
As he sits for an interview in his
hotel suite, the Hall of Farner
doesn’t move his left arm, the one

that powered perhaps the greatest
pure swing in baseball. He has limited mobility in his left shoulder,
which he broke in a fall nine
months after suffering a major
stroke in February 1994.
Yet it’s immediately evident that
Teddy Ballgame’s mind remains
clear, and he’s passionate about his
favorite subjects. As the sun pokes
through the fog and shines
through the picture windows
behind Williams, he mentions that
he’d love to be able to wade in a
stream again.
"I can’t walk as far as 1 wish I
could, and this year is the first year
that I have not gone fishing in 50
years," Williams said.
"I can see well enough that I can
go through this room, hut I kind
of have to watch my walls and all of
that. But I’m good. I’m getting
along. It kills me to think that I

Classi
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim lot products or
services acheertised below not is
there arty guarantee Implied. The
classified confirms of the Spartan
Daily consist or paid advertising
and olbrings are not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

CAMPUS CLUBS
JAPANESE MARTIAL ARTS-A unique
introductory course in Naginata&
Kendo . Tue. & Thur. 7.9pn. SPX 89.
JOIN THE canc HERITAGE CWB.
Enfoy#arning about Irish, Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students Interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
culture. For more information.
call Kelly at (408)927-7925.

GREEK MESSAGES
CONGRATULATIONSI JOANNE ELEK
on your initiation into Alpha
Omocron Sorority! Love HSJ.

EMPLOYMENT
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school -age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons, M-F. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two afternoons available. Units in ECE,
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please call Small World Schools
at 408.379-3200 ext. 21.

A.S. PROGRAM BOARD
POSITIONS AVAILABLE!
Interested in arts/ent. for SJSU?
Accepting applications for office
DIPERIDICE THAILAND with Cal staff & director positions. Apply
State Hayward’s Bangkok sum- at A.S. Office. Student Union,
mer Quarter / discover Thailand Room 360. Ph. 9246240.
Tour. Under $3,500. Academic
credit. June 17 to August 6. 9NTIA INSTRUCTORS/SUMPAEFI 96
WSI, CPR, FA. LG req. Pease
Info: Julie Clark, 510.885-3538.
send resume & cert. to: West
Coast Aquatics / Attn: JFN
SPORTS/THRILLS PO Bra 110007 Campbell. 95011
100% PURE ADRENALINE!
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall. Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1- 510-634-7575.

CHILD-CARE& Ute Housekeeping
25 hrs/week afternoons. Can
live-in my Los Gatos home. Must
have refs. &clean DWI 3569089.

FOR RENT

TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
FT/PT positions with infants,
toddlers, preschool & school age.
Great advancement and growth
opportunity. Good benefits. lowed.
openings. ECE + atter. preferred.
Call Action Day Nurseries.
408-996-1437.

PIT BOOKKEEPER/CLERICAL
position for Contracting Co. in
Campbell. Flexible hours.Call
408-369-1898.

$40,000/YR INCOME
potential. Home Typists/PC
users,
Toll Free 1-800-898LARGE 2 BEDROOM, 2 full baths
apartment. 2 blocks from school. 9778 Ext. 1-2236 for listings.
$825/mo. Secured underground
SECURITY - ACUFACTS, INC.
parking is available. Will not last!
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Call 378-1409.
Corporate Sites, Top Pay!
Too many benefits to list!
SHARED HOUSING Cay, Swing, Grave Shifts, F/T & P/T.
Call or apply vi pesson. Mon Sun 7-7.
sasoimo « 1/2 UTIL NO DEP. 4013286-5880. 555D Mtnclan Am.
btwn. San Carbs ald Pakmoor,
Female 20-25 yrs. Capitol Expwy.
beind the Cad ant Paty See.
& Setter. Call 629-4439.
ROOM FOR RENT - $400/M0 MOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR.
md util. No smoking/drugs. Full FT & PT positions avail, in busy
priv. W/D. 4 bdrm/3 bath. Pool. whole foods restaurant. All shifts
So. SJ. / H. 85. Kris 226-5164. avail. Flax. hrs. $7./hr to start. Apply
Svale.
hi person. 1314 So. Mary
VALLEY FAIR goes to 280/880.
Deluxe, huge apt, own room + PERSONNEL/PAYROLL CLERK
bath. Fireplace, deck, full kitchen. To assist in busy start-up H.R.
Mature individual. $485. + dep. + office. Must have 1-2 years exp, in
1/2 utilities. Peter 408/246-2790. personnel/payroll duties. Flexible,
part-time. 510.512 per In. Student
Union at SJSU. Contact Bob Huynh,
$350/140 + 1i4 UT& First & last. (408)924-6378 or 9246310.
access.
Put
house
Camden/Hwy 85.
Quiet. peaceful home. 266-6836.
ROOM FOR RENT near Alameda
& Taylor. Young male, non-smoker, no drugs, to share house with
three males, two disabled. $200
per month, equal share utilities,
plus 10 hours a week assisting
disabled. References required.
Call Carl 275-8484.

FOR SALE
STUDY DESK Swiss design. 6100.
Very functional, ideal for PC.
MICROWAVE Almost new. $100.
Call 9244616.
NOT AN UNFRIENDLY COMPUTER
Olympia Startype Typewriter
New born baby condition!
Uses letter uqality whisperdisc
printwheels. 40 character display.
12000 character storage
even when unplugged by MTV.
500 character multiline correction
with no mess tape.
Heavy-duty, GE washer tough.
Can be interfaced to a computer.
Extras included. A total giveaway
at $400 o.b.o. Call Christopher @
1-510-228-78005 235.

WANTED
WANTED 100 STUDENTS.
Lose 8-100 lbs. New metabolism
breakthrough. I lost 15 lbs in 3
weeks. R.N. assisted program
Guaranteed results. $35.00 cost.
Free gift. 1-800-66633841.
HANDICAPPED MAN looking for
live-in companion. Cell neer 4pm.
370-3604.

the fact that the 11.111 of
Champions also will haorrr a disabled athlete, this year a wheelchair tennis champion from
Oceanside. "I think one of the
greatest things I ever heard of in
my life was the recognition of
some of these athletes that win
outstanding athletic achievement
in a wheelchair."
Williams’ son, John Henry, said
he’s noticed something about his
dad since the strokes.
"He’ll comment on little babies
he sees, or little children, how
beautiful the are, I’d never seen
that before." John Henry,
said,
When Williams was in therapy,
he was particularly touched by a little girl who will have to spend her
life in a wheelchair.
"That helped him to get
through it, not to worry about himself," the younger Williams said.

"If you go through the histors
books, he did a lot for the Jitrum
Fund," he added, referring to the
longtime official charity of the Red
Sox, which helps children afflicted
with cancer. "People don’t know
how much (being affiliated with)
the Jimmy Fund did for him."
Williams won’t visit his old
North Park neighborhood while
he’s here, but he has gotten
together a few times with some of
the San Diego Padres at the home
of owner John Moores. Naturally,
the subject of hitting came up.
Although he could take only a half
swing, it had an impact.
"His eyes just lit up when they
got a bat in his hand," manager
Bruce Bochy said. "This man has a
passion for hitting like I’ve never
seen before. He loves to challenge
you. He has a reason for everything he talks about.

ted

TRAVEL

2 BONA APARTMENT- $800/M0.
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modern Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

might never go fishing, but I
reflect right back to my fishing life
which has been an absolutely sensational part of my life."
Although Williams achieved his
fame playing for the Boston Red
Sox, it all started in San Diego the baseball, the fishing, the hunting.
Tuesday night, Williams will be
honored by the San Diego Hall of
Champions as its Star of the Half
Century. The requisite stats will be
recited: 521 home runs, a .344
career batting average, six AL batting titles, two MVPs and a .406
average in 1941, the last major-leaguer to bat above .400.
Williams will reluctantly accept
the award.
"I don’t believe it," he said.
"I know what 1 accomplished,
but I know of other accomplishments," Williams said, referring to

"I thought he look, good. He
has such as presem ciii a Mom,
tyway."
Although Williams has lived in
Florida since the 1940s - in large
part because of the fishing there
- he fondly recalls San Diego.
"I remember the first home run
I ever hit at North Park playground, I thought I was Babe
Ruth," he said. "That’s all I could
think about was Lou Gehrig, Babe
Ruth. And it was just a little pop
shot, maybe 280 feet over the
shortest part of the fence. But it
went over the fence.
"And to think, I was born in a
place I could play it 12 months of
the year. The playground two
blocks away, and they even had
lights sometimes in the ’30s in
some of those little ballparks.
"I was sure lucky."

FAX: 924-3282

Phone: 924-3277
CAMPUS WORK STUDY, CLERICAL COLLEGE STUDENT -TO DO" UST
55.43 hr. 7-14 hrs/wk. 924.4590. Register for cass _Roommate
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
Beethoven Center, WLN 318.
books _"FIND A .101311 _Strike
up a conversation with that nice
Instructors
CERTIFIED AEROBICS
wanted to teach aerobics classes boking person I met at registration.
"We can’t help you with everyfor Associated Students Campus
Recreation on SJSU campus. Call thing but we may be able to help
you with a job.
Jodi at 9246217.
Would you like a position that
OFFICE ASST. 1-5pm Mon-Fri. Will compliment rxr class schedule?
Positions available throughout San
C5vntn SJ. Law Office Resurnes to:
1685 Branham #273,81,95118. Jose. Santa Clara, Fremcnt & Milpitas.
VANGUARD
SECURITY SERVICES
YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
Apply M-F8artt5pm.
FT/PT Schoolage childcare (6+ ECE)
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
preferred. M-F, 2-6 flex. Looking
cornet Scott/San Tomas.
for fun creative people who are
willing to make a difference.
Summer opportunity also avail- DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK?
able (childcare, camp, aquatics). Our 129 year-old publishing comFor more information, call Marie pany, Southwestern. is looking to
select 8-10 students from SJSU
at 40183704877.
to work in our summer program.
COCKTAL WAITRESSES NEEDED Average profit from summer work:
for new classy Asian Nightclub. $5,766. For interview information
Excellent tips. Weekend / evening call (408)241-9903.
shifts. Call James at 729-7829.
BRAND NEWIII
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS VISION 21- An AWESOME new
Elem, school-age recreation prog., Tele-Communications Co. wants
P/T from 2-6pm, M-F during the motivated individuals for an
school year. turns into F/T (or P/T) INCREDIBLE ground floor opportuduring sum, camp prog. XInt. sal. nity. Immediate & residual income
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call potential. 1-800-656-6732.
Janet at 354-8700)03. (Not avail.
school year? Call for summer em- TROPICAL BEACH RESORT JOBS
ployment-lifeguards, camp leaders). Luxurious hotels are now hiring
seasonal positions. Lifeguards,
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE food service. housekeepers.
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flexible host/hostess, & front desk staff.
hours. Serving Downtown SanJosa Call Resort Employment Services
Inner City Express. Apply in person. 1-206-971-3600 ext. R60411.
22 West Saint John, San Jose.
$S$ ATTENTION 8SS
WORK P/T WITH DISABLED ADULTS Mega Memory’s Kevin Trudeau
evenings & weekends in their own has a BRAND NEW ground floor
homes. $7.21/hr. Call Greater money making opportunity!!!
Opportunities at 2484464. Live-in Don’t miss this! 1-800-656-6732.
also available.
BACK TO SCHOOL ANSI HIRING
NOW! 5 P/T PR & PROMO jobs
$ EARN EXTRA CASH IS
earning $10 hr. to 5400/week.
up to $120/week!
Jobs filled on a first come basis.
Become a Sperm Donor.
Healthy males. 19-34 years old. call 408-249-8446.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
415-324-1900, M-F, 8-5pm. Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed Otte immediate
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn up wee. Full-time/part-time openings.
to $2,000+/month. World travel. Call today 1-415-968-9933.
Seasonal & full-time positions. No International Bartenders School.
exp necessary. For info. call
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
1-206-971-3550 ext. C60413.
for egg donation. Desperate
Asian
couples need your help
SALES, INSIDE, PT. For students
with great voices, good communw to conceive. Can you help?
cabal and the desire to make money. Ages 21-30. healthy and
responsible. Generous stipend
Sue 995-5905. Hinng now!
and expenses paid. Please call
WWFC 1-510-820-9495.
835,000/YR. INCOME
potential. Reading books. Toll
81750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
Free 1-800-898.9778 Ext. Rmailing our curculars. For info call
2236 for details.
1-301-306.1207.
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
REAL ESTATE
Flexible hours, open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow. pennies on $1. Delinquent Tax.
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area, Toll
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
408-494-0200 Free 1-800-8989778 Ext. H.2236
Downtown
Campbell
408-364-2700 for current listings.
Office positions also available.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

WORD PROCESSING
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
Word Processing Service/Fax
Edting/Forrnat Specialist for
Term Papers/Projects/Resumes
APA Turablan MLA
Grammar, Sentence Structure
Nursing/Soc. Wcf k/English/History
International Students Welcome
Close to SJSU Campus.
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini or micro
cassette transcription. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES
Resumes "Term Papers
Letters *Tape Transcriptions
20 years expenence.
Low Rates!
408/297-3341.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage. APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cat Paul or Virginia 408-251-0449.
THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
"Research Papers
Manuscripts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Turnaround. 10 minutes from SJS(J.
All work guaranteed. Call Jane
from 8am-6pm CP (408)937-0373.
AFFORDABLE & EXPERIENCED
Professional Word Processing!
Theses, Term Papers. Nursing &
Group Projects. Resumes, Letters,
Manuscripts. etc. WordPerfect 5.1.
HP Laser II. Ail formats. Specializing
in APA. Spelling, punctuation and
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage. All work guaranteed!
Worry free, dependabe and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time! Call
PAM 247-2681 (8am-8pm).

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional information
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services
in addition, readers should
carefully Investigate all firms
offering employment listings
orcoupons for discount
vacations or merchandise

SERVICES

CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION
1-900-522-00PS
Personal Safety
Horne security
Vehicle security
Child safety
Consumer assist
information
$1.70- mm. (Sttnin max)
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hil). CA.
Bus. Ph.# 408-683-5723.
IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY.
Assistance with Visas and Green
Cards, Reasonable Rates. Call
Tamara Daney 415-267-7267

HEALTH & BEAUTY
MEN & WOMEN
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
or using chemicals. Let us perma
nently remove your unwanted hair.
back- Chest - Lip - Bikini Chin Tummy etc. Students & faculty
receive 15% discount. First awn.
1/2 price if made before 6-31-9f
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow. 62: E
C arn Obeli Ave #17. Ca"-or’
(408) 379-3500
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
you, bocly. Myn fac,a
bikini area. Call for appontrn er
Camelia’s Electrolysis Placi
1190 Lincoln. San Jose, 9939093
Mon-Sat./ Free Cons. /Eve alpdts.
All Students Receive 20th Discount.
Li-

FOR NanolvAL / AGENCY RATES CALL

408-924-3277

HE -1_101=ELJEME IMOHDEMOLEEll
OEM EIEMEE=17flEEMEI LE] =OEM
ML1 I I (TIOEDFILFOHL=MO DEE CEDED
EMflOHLI DEOLJUHLIDEMfl EDHLE7E7D
Two Three
One
Day
Days
Dale
$5
$9
$7
3 linos
$10
$S
4 lines
$6
$11
5 lines
17
$9
$12
$10
B1814
$6
$1 for each additional line.

Name
Foie’
Dove
$11
$12
$13
$14

After the fifth day, rote Inoreeette by $1 pro dn.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional wordS available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Please check

Flett Am++s,
Days
ty&Stufn
$13
$14
Poona
$16
$16
Send check or money order to

one classification:
Zip COZIO

Spartan Daily Classifieds
Sen.ione State University
Son Jose, CA 95192.0149
Roar 209
IN Classified desk is located in Dwight BenteA
Deadline 10 00a m two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepad No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dales only
S QUESTIONS? CALL MOM 924-3277

_Events*
_Announc.,- :
_Lost and Four .::
_VOlunteere
ns,,rance
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale* _E-!,3
__COmputers Etc
_warted*
_
_Word i
_E^T
’

in person in
Ssecial student rates available for these classitications.$5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed
BH209, between 10am and 2pm Student ID required
"’Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community
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SCHOLARSHIPS

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate Or Advanced. Learn
ANNOUNCEMENTS
any style: Jazz, Blues. Rock,
Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.
FAST FUNERAISER Rase Stir, =.
days-Greeks. Cycucei albs. mobiatec
individuals. Fast, easy’ No financial
COCHRELL’S
obligator. 180CsA219mt33.
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN i
Association of Resume Writers.
Orry $17.00 per year
Reasonable Rates.
Save 30%- 60%
(408) 356-6782.
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help is just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
JNSURANCE
college teacher) assists with
AUTO INSURANCE
research & writing. Tutorial also
Campus Insurance Service
avail. Friendly. caring, confidential.
Special Student Programs
Convenient Peninsula location.
Serving SJSU for 20 years
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
"Great Rates for Good Dryers"
Samples & references available.
Chinese & other langs. spoken. "Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
Foreigners welcome! Call today
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
for free phone consultation: "Good Student" ’Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
(415) 525’0505...ask Tor Daniel.
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
NO OBLIGAT1ONA
editing. rewriting, ghostwriting.
so open Saturdays 9-2.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
Unwanted hair removed breve’
Specialist. Confidential.
Your own wane or disposable.
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose.
247.7486

$1,000 STUDENT SCHOLARSHIPS!
$1.000 50noarsn9s and various
awards sponsored by Packaging
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
elgibilty. Scholarships available for
Sor y and Fail 1996. Graduates
5 or more job offers.
- g salaries from $30k -r.
Fo detaaS, contact Dr. Jorge
Marconcies. Packaging Program
Coordinator at 408/924-3210,
IS 207 or CCB 200.
ATTENTION AU. STUDDRSIII
Grants & Scholarships Available!
Ca 1600-400-0209.
FREE FINANCIAL AID! Over $6
B.. ion r- prNate sector grants and
scholarships is now available. All
students are eligible regardless Of
gfaoes, income, or parent’s income.
Let us help Call Student Financial
Services: 1-800-263-6495 ext.
860413.
FREE MONEY Rs Your Education!
Apply for your share in minions of
unclaimed private sector aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
408-261.8676.
COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can neip. Private money.
No pay back. For details. call
510-632-0835 Or 510-4718667
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Awards

SUBMERSION

From page 1
(,ox is timid& atx an

All the students chosen for the iittiaiit have some
kind of background in volunteerism and community
service. Sanders said. "Some of the students ... have
volunteered their services to the Red Cross or some
of the food banks or
homeless shelters or
things like that," he said.
St. Sail old, vice
president of Student
Affairs, will present the
awards. Students will
receive a certificate of
accomplishment,
and
commencement exercisMichael Cox es
will
include
an
award recipient announcement of each
student’s
individual
accomplishments.
The Who’s Who
program offers a recommendation service to its
members. Honored students who are looking for
work can request an individual letter of recommendation from the program at any time.
Thirty-one SJSU students were nominated to the
program by deans, division chairs, administrators and
student organizations. Twenty-seven of those nominees will receive the award.

his award. "It’s nice to get recognized for doing well in school," he said, it’s an eye
catcher on resumes and especially for financial aid and
scholarships."
Cox is majoring in exercise
physiology and biomechanics,
and is a Special Olympics
coach.
Alan Finkelstein, an instructor of food service and culinary arts, said his department
nominated nutrition major
Nancy Jacobson for her academic abilities and versatile
nature.
"(She) represented someone who had an extremely
full and unique past in experiences and education,"
he said. "She clearly was very gifted."
Jacobson has led several committees, worked
actively in the nutrition club, and has participated in
and led the organization of several day-long events
and seminars in the nutrition and food science
department.

’s nice to get recognized for
doing well in school. It’s an eye
catcher on rØsumØs and especially
for financial aid and school.

41,
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Semiconductor orders fall behind
shipments for first time in five years
Aissociatell Pre..

Demand for computers chips is
sagging, according to an industry
group that on Monday reported
new orders dropping below shipments for the first time in five
years.
The Semiconductor Industry
Association reported Monday that
its book-to-bill ratio fell to 0.93 in
January from 1.12 in December.
That means manufacturers got
only $93 in new orders for every
$100 in chips delivered in January.
The last time the ratio fell below
the break-even point was in
January 1991, when it was 0.99.
It also was the lowest level for
the ratio since the association
began reporting seasonally adjust-

.5.

ed figures in 1987, dropping below
the previous low of 0.94 in July
1989.
The SIA’s report billows indications of a slowdown in the U.S.
personal computer market, which
us closer to other countries to saturation in PC demand. Industry
analysts predict slower growth in
the U.S. compared to the rest of
the world this year.
S1A president Thomas W.
Armstrong said the result was surprising but that we was optimistic
about the industry’s lung-term outlook.
"Semiconductors are more pervasive than ever, and the microelectronics content of the average
electronics product continues to
grow," he said.

The trade gi oup reported that
January billings in North, Central
and South America
the industry’s largest market
reached a
record $4.47 billion, 0.4 percent
higher than $4.46 billion in
December and 39.5 percent above
the $3.20 billion in January 1995.
But bookings fell to $4.16 billion
in January, down 16.8 percent
from December’s $5.01 billion.
Last month’s new orders, loowever,
were 16.3 percent higher than
January 1995’s figure of’ $3.58 billion.
The SIA, based in San lose,
Calif., cited figures from the World
Semiconductor Trade Statistics, a
research group supported by chip
trade associations in the United
States, Europe and Asia.

Flower growers blooming with happiness
Amodaird Pre..
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Dole wins Iowa GOP race,
Buchanan a strong second
DES MOINEs. Iowa (AP
Sen. Bob Dole scored a shalo
tory in Iowa’s Republican pi es;
dential caucuses \bifida\ night as
Pat Buchanan CM t’ I ged from the
GOP field to reads a conservative
challenge in next week’s pivotal
New Hampshire priman.
iv. Lamar
Former Tennessee
Alexander ran a solid third and
hoped that would be enough to
give his cash-poor campaign a
fresh start for the five-week blitz of
primaries likely to settle the IN)tninati,o1 light.
All the candidates \ ()wed to
piess on. but Ii us isiesults were
sobering to publishing hen Steve
Forbes, who was a distant lourth,
and may have dealt a fatal blow to
Texas Sen. Phil Gramm, who ran
fifth.
President Clinum was unoppfised in the state’s Demi., ratic
caucuses, and the bruising nature
of the Republican rut was a vivid
reminder of Clinton’s lustily
Rivals rushed to assert that
Dole’s win is is hat (11\ convincing,
noting that he ran 10 points
behind his 1988 showing here. But
Dole said his was hardly a weak
%fuming. telling a vii ills kills. "We
withstood a barrage
and millions and millions it dollars of negative advertising and
came t nit on top."
With 97 percent of the vote
counted, Dole had 26 percent, to
Buchanan.
for
23
percent
Alexander had 18 percent, Forbes
10 percent and ( :ramm 9 percent.
Buchanan dosed the Iowa campaign imploring suppi titers of
anti-alxii don longshot .1 Ian Keyes
to rally to his side and will head to
New Hampshire wishing he had
been more successful: Keyes got 7
percent, a remarkable showing
given his shoestring budget.
Indiana Sen. Dick Lugar had 4
percent and plain-spf oken businessman Murry Taylor 1 percent.
News organizations prtijected
Dole’s victory as the falICIlses
began. based on surveys id’ participants as they arrived at their

66
We withstood a
barrage of millions and
millions and millions of
dollars of negative
advertising and came out
on top.
Bob Dole
Republican candidate for president

99
precincts.
Buchanan called his showing "a
victory for a new idea in the
Republican Party and national politics, a new spirited conservativism
of the heart" he said wtiuld attract
not only social it nservatives but
blue-collar workei s wailed about
trade deals that send their jobs
overseas.
New Hampshire is a Buchanan
stronghold, the slate where he got
37 percent to spark his 1992 primary run against President Bush.
But Dole vowed not to stumble
there this time as he did after Iowa
gift him I )ff to a winning start in
1988.
Alexander said the results
proved Dole a fragile front-limner
congratulating
and
while
Buchanan, he said the former
White House adviser’s poitectionist trade views were "dead wrong."
He said Iowa had winnowed the
GOP contest to a three-man battle,
as if Forbes did mit exist, and that
he was the candidate with the best
shot of beating Clinton.
"Thank you Iowa, tin to New
future
Hampshire
let the
begin!" Alexander said.
Forbes said he was hardly
thrliugh, insisting fourth place was
"a gory(’ springboard into New
Hampshire." Butt just two weeks
ago. Forbes was threatening Dole
for the lead, tiding the crest of a
$4 minigolf ’IV ad budget that shattered all records in the state.

;ran=
aides
considered
pulling resources from New
Hampshire and saving them for
South Carolina and the Southern
states to follow.
The Iowa voting took place in
2,142 precinct caucuses and
closed a nearly year-long campaign in the state. It appeared
that turnout would fall short of
100.000, below the 1988 total and
way below the record 130,000 predieted by state Republican leaders.
Among caucus -goers, Buchanan
was the clear choice of those who
described themselves as very conservative or members of the religious right. In an entrance poll,
one fifth of the caucus-goers said
they settled on their choice in the
last three days: of those, Alexander
and Buchanan were the clear beneficiaries.
Dole was the overwhelming
choice of Iowa’s elderly voters, and
caucus-goers said Dole’ age he
is 72 would make no difference
in his ability to be president.
Iowans were split on the flat tax,
Forbe’s premiere issue, over the
existing system
and even the
flat-taxers preferred Dole and
Buchanan to the millionaire publisher.
The caucuses were the first of
three steps in allocating Iowa’s 25
delegates to the Republican
National Convention. An AP
analysis of the straw poll results
showed a mixed bag
Dole’s support was likely to translate into
eight delegates, compared to six
for Buchanan, five fur Alexander,
three for Frobes, two for Gramm
and one for Keyes.
After New Hampshire comes a
five-week march through 30 states,
with 70 percent of the GOP convention delegates to be chosen by
the time California holds its
March 26 primary. That breakneck
pace puts a premium on momernturn and money. Buchanan and
Alexander said they were funded
at least thrt nigh New Hampshire.

with deeply-hued red, pink and
peach blossoms.
"The quantity is above average,
but it’s the quality of flowers that is
also very, very good right now,"
said
Kitayama, co-owner of
Kitayama Brothers Inc. of Union
City, the nation’s largest grower of
roses. "Last year I wasn’t really
proud of the crop.... This year it’s
different."
California, with its favorable cli-

When roses are red, growers
aren’t blue.Last year’s gloomy
skies took the bloom out of
California’s rose crop, but this winter’s brighter weather has growers
seeing green fur Valentine’s Day.
"Fantastic" is how grower Dave
Kitayama describes this year’s crop
of Valentine roses. Sunny skies
helped produce vigorous plants

mate, produt es nearly 70 percent
of the nation’s roses, with most
nurseries concentrated in Santa
Cruz, Monterey, San Mateo and
San Diego counties.
The state last year produced
nearly $62.6 million in hybrid tea
roses, the favored elegant type that
makes up virtually all cut roses
consumers buy, according to data
from the California Cut Flower
Commission.
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FIE! MOVIES- Feliroary
Mighty Morphin Power Rangers -PG

A Little Princess -G
Waterworld-PG 13 Forrest Gump-PG13 Sleepless In Seattle -PG
Die Hard With A Vengeance -R
Four Weddings And A Funeral -PG 13 First Knight -PG 13

(Please see applleatli

GRAND OPENING FIIIIIRLIARY 1GTHII-Opening Attroations
City Hall -R Muppet Treasure Island -G Sense and Sensibility -PG
Braveheart-R Les Miserables-R To Die For R
The Bridges of Madison County -PG 13

FEATURING:

3,400 Seats in Magnificent
Auditoriums
Comfortable Rocker Chairs with
Cupholder Armrests
Plenty of Leg Room

FREE VALIDATED PARKING
Three Lobbies on Three Levels
Concession Stands on All
Levels
Restrooms on All Levels
Two Box Offices
Escalators & Elevator to Upper
Levels
ADA Accessibility
Assisted Listening Devices for
the Hearing Impaired
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(Please see application inside for details.)

If YOU DON’T GOT IT, GET IT
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BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING
With the DiscoveeCard you will begin to establish your own
personal credit history every time you make a purchase.
NO ANNUAL FEE
With your Discover Card there’s no annual fee.
NATIONWIDE ACCEPTANCE
Over two million locations, including The Gap, Musicland
and TGI Friday’s.
COMPETITIVE RATES
New Discover Cardmembers receive our Best Rate(Prime Rate + 8.9%) on
purchases. We call it the SmartRate Program and it’s not just an
introductory offer. The more you purchase the lower your rate can go:’
THE CASHBACK BONUS’AWARD
You’ll receive real money back just for using your Discover Card,
up to 1% paid yearly based on your annual level of purchases.

*For additional details, please refer to the Important Information section on reverse side of the application.

AWARE IS BETTER.
THE APPLICATION INSTRUCTIONS:
To assure timely processing, completely fill out all spaces and sign
he application before mailing. The application is to be completed in name
of person in which the account is to be carried. Please attach a
hotocopy of your student ID or paid tuition bill for the current semester.
ADDRESS where you want card and billing statement mailed:

FSMM
Baling Address

State

Aot. No

PG

STUDENT info:
Permanent Home leieptione
I
I
Horne Or Schoot Adores, 1. ’,went from above -mound)

Ara No

sle same no aburenations. please,
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Ph

Class 1 Grad Student ’Senior 1 Junior
1 Freshman 1 Sophomore

Graduation Date Imo. yr i

Employment INFO:
How Long

ready Gross income

State

City

Employers Address

E quo’s, s Tereonone
PD

Financial / SECURITY info:
Go fou Ma*
1 cruhiring Accoort

1 Sayings Accour

Signature require4i:
mi -Wit, employment and income references I hase read and agree to the Important
.,etht
uhruheoud Prisi Lur’roarri to
Information on the back I agree Natal use my Card Or Account Instil be sublet! to The terms and charges Specified fl ore DISCOVe, Cardmember Agreement Much on
re sent
-h Card I certify that I art age 18 or older and that the information provided d accurate I understand that the information contarned rh Ms application
to tie short, th Greermood Trust COmPany’S corporate affiliates

X
Applicant s Signature

Date
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Here’s where you LICK It. seal it and MAIL It. Postage Is FREE
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A FEW THINGS YOU SHOULD KNOW ABOUT CREDIT:
Before you sign this application you should
make sure you fully understand what you’re
getting into. A credit card can be a useful financial
tool that can make life easier to live. However,
if used irresponsibly, it can become a tremendous
burden. With this in mind, it’s important to ask
yourself some questions before signing anything.
Is there an annual fee? How much interest will
be charged? What are the rewards for using this card?
In addition to asking questions, make sure you read
everything on the application. Understanding the terms
fi PrInted 011 Hecyclod Papet

of your credit agreement is important and will provide
many of the answers you seek.
Finally the best advice is to use common sense.
You know how much you can afford to repay and
how long it will take. For example, common sense
dictates if you only pay the minimum due each
month it will take longer to pay off the balance.
Having a credit card is a commitment from
which you can benefit. We urge you to take the
time to make sure you’re prepared for this
commitment.
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